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With OUTSCHOOLED, we issued a 
call to the public for creative design 
solutions for outdoor classrooms on a 
budget of $5,000 in materials or less. 

With this, we set out to accomplish 
several things. First, we wanted to 
leverage and share creative ideas. So 
often what stops people from trying 
something new is a lack of ability to 
see what’s possible, and we wanted 
to show what can be achieved even 
within the very limited amount of space 
and resources that most schools have. 
We wanted to call attention to the 
idea that any kind of learning can take 
place outdoors, the same way it takes 
place indoors — only better. It was 
the pandemic that brought a certain 
urgency to the concept of expanding 
the classroom into the outdoors. But we 
hope learning outdoors will become a 
permanent standard practice for schools 
— because there will never be a vaccine 
for nature deficit disorder. 

We received 22 entries from across 
the U.S. plus Mexico and Romania 
from seasoned professional artists, 
architects, landscape architects and 
and landscape designers; promising 
university students; and gifted pre-
school, elementary, middle and high 
school students nurtured by supportive 
adults. 

Designs ranged from simple and 
practical to whimsical and dreamy to 
futuristic, and were made of materials 
from the recycled to the completely 
natural. All showed an original way to 
take learning outside at an affordable 

cost — complete with storage, furnishings, 
writing surfaces and shelter from weather. 
We asked that the designers not design 
for a specific site but that rather, the 
designs be something flexible that could 
work in a variety of situations and under 
many restrictive conditions — something 
most schools have. 

We express our gratitude to all who 
submitted.  Thank you for your generosity 
with your time and creative talents. We 
hope this design guide will show exciting 
new and completely realizable possibilities 
to educators, students, parents, school 
staff and communities everywhere. 

—Kristin Faurest
Director of Education, Bernheim 
Arboretum and Research Forest
April, 2021

Jury members:
Patrick Piuma, Director, Urban Design Studio 
of the University of Louisville
Ginny Delaney, Naturalist, Jefferson Memorial 
Forest
Claude Stephens, Facilitator of Outreach and 
Regenerative Design, Bernheim
Kristin Faurest, Director of Education, 
Bernheim
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DESIGNER: Brandeis Elementary 
School Architecture Club with 
Brad Benz & Nathan Smith of 
Luckett & Farley 
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky. 
TITLE: The Pavilion

What the jury said:

“It is simple in some aspects, but 
incorporates so many of the 
things that would make for a 
very functional and interesting 
outdoor classroom. The use 
of tires for seating is great 
since it is finding a new use for 
something that doesn’t break 
down very easily.”

“Like the large, airy, natural look, 
options for shade and sun. Love 
the use of reclaimed materials, 
especially tires repurposed for 
swings, seats, drums. Big chimes 
are fun.”

AWARD: FIRST PLACE, 
PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY

1 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Dave Mayo, AIA, 
Studio MAYO Architects
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky.
TITLE: The Gnomon

What the jury said: 

“The sundial concept is brilliant.  
I love the simplicity and the 
elegant integration of form and 
function.”

“I really love the design of the 
structure. I think that it would be 
an elegant addition to any setting 
and provide the necessities for a 
successful outdoor classroom.”

AWARD: JOINT FOR SECOND 
PLACE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY

2 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Jena Jauchius PLA, 
Dezire Clark Meindersee 
& Arnulfo Castro
LOCATION: Seattle, Wash.; 
Portland, Ore.
TITLE: The Outdoor 
Sensory Classroom

What the jury said: 

“Very detailed and well-thought-
out. Includes most desired 
elements. Simple, flexible. Like 
the attention to sensory detail, 
inclusion of different seating 
spaces for different preferences 
and clipboards for students to 
write on.”

“The design is not only 
beautiful and nature-inspired, 
it’s grounded in solid and 
well-explained theory and 
methodology. It’s practical to 
realize and also contains a lot of 
elements that can be done with/
by children who will be using the 
space.”

The Outdoor
SENSORY Classroom

for the Bernheim
OUTSCHOOLED Competition

Jena Ponti Jauchius, Landscape Architect         Dezire Clark Meindersee, Educator
Arnulfo Castro, Illustrator

February 26, 2021

3 PROFESSIONAL

AWARD: JOINT FOR SECOND 
PLACE, PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY
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What the jury said: 

“The concept of the cicada gives a 
very powerful identity to this design. 
It’s also a striking composition and 
really aesthetically pleasing as well 
as practical.  Interesting use of a 
bioform with regional significance 
especially in certain years. The 
simplicity of the raised seating 
tiers creates adaptable space.”

DESIGNER: Sean Abercrombie
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky.
TITLE: The Cicada

4 PROFESSIONAL
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What the jury said: 

“This design has a strong local 
identity and vibrant color, and 
is designed in harmony with 
the seasons. It looks airy and 
comfortable to use. It’s also practical 
to construct, with clear instructions 
provided and simple materials. 
Interesting dogtrot house and pole 
barn style connection to KY.”

Designer: Alex Bosse
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Dogtrot House

5 PROFESSIONAL LEVEL
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DESIGNER: Anthony Heinz May
LOCATION: Brooklyn, N.Y.
TITLE: Bernheim Loghouse

What the jury said: 

“This looks like such a fantastic 
space to be in, and it has strong 
sustainability aspects.”

“Pretty interesting design using 
felled trees as the structure. 
Nice thought in detailing and 
instructions. Feels like something 
that would be pretty exciting for 
children to learn and play in.”

6 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Andrea Mueller
LOCATION: Frankfort, Ky.
TITLE: “Wings” Outdoor
Learning Space

What the jury said: 

“The landscaping is absolutely 
wonderful and very much of 
Kentucky, but could be adapted 
with different native plants in 
different locations. Its flexibility is 
also a strong suit.”

“A lot of attention paid to the plant 
material used. I like the overall 
design, particularly the mix of 
boulders and plant material to 
create an outdoor room. The 
roof structure is interesting and 
functional and likely doable for 
the budget. Sensory garden and 
labyrinth are nice features.”

7 PROFESSIONAL
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25'-7"

1 CORAL HONEYSUCKLE

1 PURPLE PASSION FLOWER

5 SWAMP MILKWEED

2 OCTOBER SKIES AROMATIC ASTER

3DOWNY GOLDENROD

3 CUTLEAF CONEFLOWER

3 CLUSTERED MOUNTAIN MINT

1 JOE PYE WEED

3 OCTOBER SKIES AROMATIC ASTER

9VIRGINIA STRAWBERRY

5WILD GERANIUM

1 CAPE BREEZE SWITCH GRASS

8 CARDINAL FLOWER

7 HEART LEAF GOLDEN ALEXANDERS

1NORTHERN BAYBERRY

1 BRANDYWINE VIBURNUM

1 SHRUBBY ST. JOHN'S WORT

3 SUGAR SHACK® BUTTONBUSH

1 GROUND HOG™ MOUND CHOKEBERRY

1GRO-LOW FRAGRANT SUMAC

1SHADBLOW SERVICEBERRY

1AMERICAN ELDER

AERIAL VIEW
Scale: 3/32" = 1'-0"
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28'-11"

FLAT TOP BOULDERS OR 1.5-2' H, 1-1.5' DIAMETER 
CUT CEDAR/POPLAR/OAK LOGS

BOULDER/LOG WALL INSET FOR 
WHEELCHAIR OR TABLE

MIDDLE BEAM, UPSIDE DOWN C CHANNEL TO 
DIRECT WATER TO CUT OUT BOULDER BIRD 
BATH, COBBLE GRAVEL SURROUND AND 
UNDERGROUND DRAINAGE

BERMED SOIL TO BACK OF STONE/LOGS (USE 
WOVEN FABRIC IF LOGS) 18" SLOPE TO GRADE, 
OR USE AS RETAINING DEPENDING ON SITE 
SLOPE

POEM IN SPIRAL IN CIRCLE, NORTH ARROW 
MARKED WITH STONE

RECLAIMED BRICK, PAVERS OR STONE INSET 
DENSE GRADE FOR LABYRINTH, CENTER OF 
LABYRINTH TO HAVE POETRY IN CENTER SPIRAL 
AND STONE SHOWING NORTH DIRECTION

4" LAYER OF COMPACTED DENSE GRADE GRAVEL 
(DGA), COMPACTED IN 2" LIFTS
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AERIAL VIEW HARDSCAPE PLAN
Scale: 3/32" = 1'-0"
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4'X8' POLYCARBONATE SHEET CUT TO FIT

4'X10' POLYCARBONATE SHEET CUT TO FIT

4'X12' POLYCARBONATE SHEET CUT TO FIT

8' WIDE, 6.75' HIGH, 3' DEEP CABINET
CONSTRUCTED OF RECLAIMED PALLET

LUMBER ON SIDES AND BACK AND
RECLAIMED CHALKBOARD OR

WHITEBOARD DOORS ON FRONT (OR
SMOOTH LUMBER PAINTED WITH

CHALKBOARD PAINT)
OPTION FOR RECLAIMED BARN METAL

ROOF OR GREEN ROOF (OMIT 2 8'
POLYCARBONATE SHEETS IF GREEN

ROOF IS CHOSEN)

2 CABLES ON EACH SIDE FOR VINING PLANTS

4"x4" SQUARE HOLLOW 3/16" TUBE FOR POSTS
AND COLUMNS, WELDED

C-CHANNEL UPSIDE DOWN WITH 1/4" DROP TO
FRONT OF STRUCTURE TO BOULDER BIRD

BATH

ANGLE IRONG BETWEEN BEAMS TO HOLD POLYCARBONATE

AERIAL VIEW WING STRUCTURE
Scale: 3/32" = 1'-0"
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DESIGNER: Andreea Paunescu, 
Bloom House Garden Design
LOCATION: Bucharest, Romania
TITLE: The Shell

What the jury said: 

“This is a fun and fanciful design 
that takes a lot of sustainability 
considerations into account. It looks 
like a place children would really 
enjoy being and there are a lot of 
inspiring ideas here.”

“I definitely like the idea of straw bail 
construction — would love to see 
them built.”

8 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Nayeli Cerna
LOCATION: Xalapa Veracruz, 
                    Mexico
TITLE: The Cell

What the jury said: 

“The cellular basis that allows 
reconfigurations, different special 
arrangements and change out 
for new conditions is really well 
done. It would allow schools to 
make a small number, test them 
out, and then scale up once they 
have been evaluated. Low cost 
entry with possibility of build out 
in phases.”

“This design is attractive and 
bold, and it has some strong 
sustainability considerations.”

9 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Boyd Sewe
LOCATION: Independence, Ky.
TITLE: Open Den

What the jury said: 

“The marriage of the open space 
with the more enclosed space 
would give teachers options to 
spread out children for activities. I 
like the off verticalcolored boards 
and the comments about using 
that space to display cultural 
materials.”

“Very attractive design. I like 
the sensory aspects and that 
it incorporates planting and 
recycling water.”

10 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: SNDBX Design 
Collaborative: Christopher 
Manzo, AIA; Billy Boyd, AIA;  
Anna Finneran, AIA; Ron Peron, 
PE
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky.

What the jury said: 

“This design really made me smile — 
it’s so simple and incredibly original, 
and fun.”

“I was immediately captivated by this 
proposal and the unconventional 
route of creating individual pods.”

11 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Eric Whitmore, AIA;  
Anna Triplett, AIA; Paul Toenjes, 
ASLA; and Molly Meyer
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky.
TITLE: Bernheim Grow Pods/
Bernheim Classrooms

What the jury said: 

“I love the simplicity, but what I like 
most is the anticipatory design 
that acknowledges that there will 
be a lot of used clear plexi in our 
future as all the shields around 
points of purchase disappear.”

“I love the form and the materials 
for this concept, and the idea of 
it being a movable structure that 
takes advantage of existing tree 
canopy is great.”

12 PROFESSIONAL
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DESIGNER: Sierra Johnson
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Cirque De Yurt

What the jury said: 

“Very strong illustration and 
instructional package. I love the 
self-tensioning aspect of the Yurt 
and how that also draws in the 
social distancing geometry. I see 
this as something that is achievable 
and fairly durable.”

“This design is just wonderful. 
It’s a great balance of bold and 
innovative but also practical both in 
the construction and the use of the 
space. It’s grounded in a specific 
tradition but allows for a high level 
of personalization so students can 
really feel like it reflects their own 
community.”

AWARD: FIRST PLACE, 
UNIVERSITY CATEGORY

13 UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Bree Shoemaker
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Birds of a Feather

What the jury said: 

“Simple design. Achievable 
within the budget and I like the 
illustrations and directions. I also 
like some of the ‘additional details’ 
for how the class may adapt the 
space to their studies and cultural 
traditions.” 

“Love the simplicity and open 
design, the easy-to-store desks 
and sitting mats, the “peg board” 
for teacher use and “string wall” 
for art. Like the emphasis on KY 
plants and inclusion of a garden. 
Benches for seating and storage 
are handy.” Even a YouTube 
installation tutorial!

14
AWARD: HONORABLE MENTION, 

UNIVERSITY CATEGORY

UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Brian Lightner
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Helio Hut

What the jury said: 

“The illustration is well done and I 
like the circular footprint. I’m also 
impressed with the attention to 
how this structure sits within the 
geometry of solar events.”

“This is a beautiful concept and I 
love how responsive it is to the 
environment and the seasons. The 
construction is practical and easy 
to understand.”

15 UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Will Roberts
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Authentic Bernheim 
Cardboard (ABCs)

What the jury said: 

“I applaud the use of a recycled and 
recyclable material that is ready 
at hand and I think the design is 
clean and appropriate for a school 
purpose.”

“I love Shigeru Ban’s work and 
have to assume that cardboard 
tubes could be a sturdy material. 
I was skeptical at first, but having 
handled the cardboard tubes that 
go in massive carpet rolls, I see 
them being possible.”

16 UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Parker Selin
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: I ZIG, U ZAG

What the jury said: 

“This is such a striking design and 
with color it really looks amazing. 
I love the furniture, too.”

“I like the organization around air 
flow and shutters – especially as 
a Covid response.”

17 UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Dalton Shewcraft
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: The Hammock

What the jury said: 

“The flexibility, scalability and “kit 
of parts” aspect of this design are 
very nice. I think better anchoring 
strategies for the tarp supports 
may be called for. This is certainly 
a low cost entry for schools to 
contemplate. I can see this design 
as a door opener for more outdoor 
class gathering.”

“I’m impressed by this design’s 
simplicity and its generous 
size. The colors really make a 
simple design fun and vibrant. 
The construction drawings and 
instructions make it very viable to 
realize.”

18 UNIVERSITY
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DESIGNER: Summer Garris, teacher, 
and Derek Heath, Layne Gribbins, 
and Brooks Brackett, students at 
Larue County High School
LOCATION: Hodgenville, Ky.
TITLE: Outdoor Classroom

What the jury said:

“Great way to incorporate local 
history into the design and to use 
existing amenities thoughtfully.” 

“I like that this proposal is coming 
from years of effort to engage 
children in more outdoor learning. 
And that submission of this 
proposal is potentially allowing 
them to move forward on their 
ideas. This is simple, achievable and 
appropriate to their stated needs.”

19
AWARD: FIRST PLACE, 

COMMUNITY CATEGORY

COMMUNITY
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DESIGNER: Austin Nikolich & the 
Nature PlaySpace Design Team, 
Sacred Heart Preschool
LOCATION: Louisville, Ky.
TITLE: Nature PlaySpace

What the jury said: 

“Appropriate concept of 
classroom space for early years 
groups. Thorough research of 
materials and options. The design 
is simple but encompasses a 
lot. Love the inclusion of art and 
music elements.”

AWARD: HONORABLE MENTION, 
COMMUNITY CATEGORY

20 COMMUNITY
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DESIGNER: Savannah Cambron
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Bernheim Outdoor Classroom

What the jury said: 

“Super impressed by the initiative, the 
poem and the illustration acumen. I 
think Savannah is a great designer 
and agent of change.” 

“This was our youngest submitter, at 
age 11. So impressive! This was so 
thoughtfully done and the poem is 
just lovely. Very practical design and 
good use of recycled materials.”

21 COMMUNITY
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DESIGNER: Claudia Markel
LOCATION: Lexington, Ky.
TITLE: Green Roof Classroom 

What the jury said: 

“Well crafted illustrations. I love 
the living roof concept and solar 
panels. Very thoughtful attempts 
to reduce, reuse, recycle materials 
and included green roof and solar 
panels.” 

“Very substantial structure. I like 
the inclusion of a wall for teacher 
presentation and the lockable 
storage closet.”

22 COMMUNITY


